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Abstract— The objective of this project is to improve the existing voting system that will be accurate, transparent, and faster and will
ensure a single vote for a single person. Our proposed system has covered all of these issues successfully. This product is affordable by
many organizations where preferential elections conducted. The product is a prototype and can be implemented for vast use. Voting
is an onerous task for the election commission to conduct free and fair polls in our country, the largest democracy in the world. A lot
of money has been spent on this to make sure that the elections are rampage free. But, now- a -days it has become very usual for some
forces to indulge in rigging which may eventually lead to a result contrary to the actual verdict given by the people. In order to
provide inexpensive solutions to the above, this project is implemented with the biometric system i.e. fingerprint scanning. This is
used to ensure the security to avoid fake, repeated voting, etc. It also enhances the accuracy and speed of the process. The system uses
a thumb impression for voter identification as we know that the thumb impression of every human being has a unique pattern. Thus
it would have an edge over the present-day voting systems. The purpose of such a system is to ensure that the voting rights are
accessed only by a legitimate user and no one else. In this, creation of a database consisting of the thumb impressions of all the eligible
voters in a constituency is done as a pre-poll procedure. During elections, the thumb impression of a voter is entered as input to the
system. This is then compared with the available records in the database. If the particular pattern matches with anyone in the
available record, access to cast a vote is granted. But in case the pattern doesn’t match with the records of the database or in case of
repetition, access to cast a vote is denied or the vote gets rejected. The result is instantaneous and counting is done. The overall cost
for conducting elections gets reduced and so does the maintenance cost of the systems.
Keywords— Electronic Voting Machine (EVM), Microcontroller, Fingerprint Authentication, Central Integrated Database.

I. INTRODUCTION
Electronic Voting Machine (EVM) retains all the
characteristics of voting by ballot papers while making polling
a lot more expedient. Being fast and absolutely reliable, the
EVM saves considerable time, money and manpower. And, of
course, helps maintain total voting secrecy without the use of
ballot papers.
The electronic voting machine has nowadays become an
effective tool for voting. It ensures flawless voting and thus
has become more widespread. It ensures the voting right of
people. It avoids any kind of malpractice and invalid votes.
Also such kind of system becomes more economical as
consequent expenditure incurred on manpower is saved. It is
also convenient on the part of voter, as he has to just press one
key whichever belongs to his candidates.
Voting machines are the total combination of mechanical,
electromechanical, or electronic equipment, that is used to
define ballots; to cast and count votes; to report or display
election results; and to maintain and produce any audit trail
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information. The first voting machines were mechanical but it
is increasingly more common to use electronic voting
machines.
A voting system includes the practices and associated
documentation used to identify system components and
versions of such components; to test the system during its
development and maintenance; to maintain records of system
errors or defects; to determine specific changes made after
initial certification; and to make available any materials to the
voter (such as notices, instructions, forms, or paper ballots).
Traditionally, a voting machine has been defined by the
mechanism the system uses to cast votes and further
categorized by the location where the system tabulates the
votes [8].
The objective of this project is to develop a preferential
EVM with the following features: •
This product should be low budget design
•
The result of the product should be instantaneous
•
It should be easy to maintain and operate.

Different electronic voting machines have already been
introduced previously to enhance the election process [2]-[5].
Some studies [4], [5] used Adhar card, conceptual design to
link up the biometric data of Adhar card with e-voting
machine. Sarkar et al. [2] provided a brief discussion of
existing e-voting systems, framework, and protocols. Recent
developments of EVM in context of Bangladesh has been
discussed and suggested some strategies to improve the
security, accuracy of the existing design. Yinyeh [10]
provided a study of electronic voting the system in Ghana
using biometric authentication which was implemented at
each polling station over a local area network. A study
conducted by Baig [9] discussed an e-voting system where
smartphone application is used to give vote with QR code
verification and this application uses the user information
stored in Adhar card. Since the beginning, they were
questionable because the technologists, as well as the
community, noticed that they are losing their control through
an essential part of the election process.
A quote linked to Stalin states that: "People who cast the
votes decide nothing at all while the people who count the
voters’ votes decide everything." It is actually obvious that a
great voting machine signifies a crucial component of a good
democracy. Even though the repercussions of a not efficient
electronic voting machine are not as easily obvious as those
for train traffic control system or atomic energy plant control
systems, they may be in the same way important, simply
because the wellbeing of a community relies upon on them.
Despite the fact that most critical systems are regularly
examined and analysed for security and correctness electronic
voting machine aren't exposed to the same level of analysis. A
variety of latest researches have indicated that most or all of
the electronic voting machine getting used these days is fatally
defective and that their quality didn’t fit the importance of the
task they should to conduct. From this point of view, the most
important task in creating and developing this project is to
develop, enhance and improve the protection and the security
of the voting system. This can be achieved by improving the
safety measures by considering a variety of security actions
and avoid the mistakes existing in previous machines.
II. METHODOLOGY
The methodology is the systematic, theoretical analysis of
the methods applied to a field of study. It comprises the
theoretical analysis of the body of methods and principles
associated with a branch of knowledge. Typically, it
encompasses concepts such as paradigm, theoretical model,
phases and quantitative or qualitative techniques.
A methodology does not set out to provide solutions - it
offers the theoretical underpinning for understanding which
method, set of methods, or best practices can be applied to a
specific case, for example, to calculate a specific result.
The aim and the objective are clearer due to the data and
information has been gathered from the previous literature.
The design model is the result of the hardware and
programming integration. The design model shows the
prototypes, elements, architecture, and components of the
system. However, in order to make this project successful, the
system must be well integrated and organized. The working
process of our proposed framework is given below:
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Fig. 1 Fingerprint voting machine system flow chart

A. Electronic Voting in Bangladesh
Electronic Voting Machine (EVM) is one of the leading
products of Pi Labs Bangladesh Ltd. where EVMs, were made
locally by the design and instruction of Election Commission
(EC) and with the technical assistance of the Institute of
Information and Communication Technology (IICT) of
Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology
(BUET), and Bangladesh Machine Tools Factory (BMTF).
The EC contracted out supplying the required number of
EVM to IICT and BMTF. The initiative for making EVM is
funded by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP).
Following the specification [6], IICT and BMTF imported
necessary materials from other countries to produce EVM. EC
has calculated that initially, an individual EVM costs TK
24,000 to TK 30,000 to produce a single unit. At present, it
takes about TK 45,000. For covering 41,000 polling stations
in one-day national elections in Bangladesh, it might cost at
about 46.12 million Taka (Bangladeshi currency) for
producing 0.2 million EVMs. EC argues that although the cost
of EVM the based election is initially high in comparison to a
one-day election in a manual process, ultimately it is a costeffective device because it can be reused in further elections.
As a result, EVM can save a huge amount of money as it does
not require printing of ballot papers, buying of bags and other
materials. Most importantly, EVM will give leverage to EC
for better electoral management in terms of saving time at
every level whether in preparing, conducting or result in
processing. These voting machines are somewhat similar to
India's EVMs in design and contain a control unit, ballot unit,
and a display unit. The units are run by batteries and are
connected to each other. Two major advantages of this
machine are: (a). "There is no way to hack into the machines
or rig the vote," and (b) No way to hack because it has no
wireless connectivity or it is not a part of any network.

Election Commission (EC) of Bangladesh had piloted these
machines for vote capture with great success indifferent local
government election in Bangladesh [2], [3].
Fig. 2 Electronic voting machine (EVM) in Bangladesh

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
• Ballot unit is a simple voting device, which displays the
list of candidates.
• Conduction of polling, display of total votes polled,
sealing at the end of the poll, and finally a declaration of
results - these are the various accomplishments of just one
gadget: the control unit.
• Fingerprint sensor scans the finger for voter identification.
• The display unit shows the result of the measuring
instrument.
• A microcontroller device is not simple, but in general, a
microcontroller unit may be considered as a computing
device offering internal memory and a high level of input
and output (I/O) device option

B. Pilot Projects in Bangladesh
For the first time in the country's history, the election
commission of Bangladesh used 79 EVM (electronic voting
machine) at 14 polling centers (all centers of a ward) while
Chittagong City Corporation (ChCC) election was held on
June 17, 2010. A total number of 25,230 voters showed up at
the centers. The system has drawn the attention of many
voters as it was an entirely new experience for them and
the process was quick and hassle-free. The whole process
was completed within only two hours after the votes arrived as
four votes cast per minute [7].
TABLE I
DETAIL INFORMATION OF LAST SIX ELECTIONS
PERFORMED BY EVMS
Year

Election
Event

Casted
Vote

No of
EVMs

Casted
votes by
EVM

Comments

--

3 out of
421
EVMs
temporary
trouble
No
technical
fault

5th Jan,
2012

Comilla City
Corporation

1,27,072
(75%)

421 in
65
polling
stations

17th
Jan
,2011

Narshingdi
Municipal

54,000
(67.20%)

198 in
31
polling
stations

…

17th
June
2010

Chittagong
City
Corporation

8,55,064

79 in 14
polling
stations

25,230

30th
Oct
2011

Narayangonj
City
Corporation

1,48000
(69.92%)

450 in
58
polling
stations

4,00000

20 Dec
2012

Rangpur City
Corporation

2,86,200
(80%)

30 in 4
polling
stations

54000

Dec
30,
2018

11th
Parliamentary
Elections

1.92
million
(51.41%)

5045 in
6
polling
station

192000

Fig. 3 Block Diagram of Electronic voting machine (EVM)

A. Operation of Electronic voting Machine
In our designed electronic voting machine, there are three
units: control unit, ballot unit, an identification unit.
• In the control unit, there is an ON/OFF power switch.
• When the power switch is turned ON the LED glows of
the control unit.
• Then we have to put a password to start the voting
procedure.
• Four switches like the result, delete, lock, vote in four
different modes are designed in a control unit. These switches
are under the control of the voting authority.
• Fingerprint sensor identifying the voter fingerprint for
authentication.
• By pressing the result switch, the results of individual
candidates will be shown on the LCD display.
• When vote casting and vote calculation is totally
completed, then by pressing the lock switch, all the results
remain protected and then the power switch of the electronic
voting machine will be OFF during the unexpected situation.
Again when the situation becomes calm, then we can start our
voting process performed by the electronic voting machine.
• By pressing the switch of voting mode on the control unit
by the voting authority, the LED glows of the ballot unit, thus
enables the voter to put his vote.

No
troubles
with
EVMs
2 out of
450
EVMs
temporary
trouble
Generally
peaceful
with
high voter
turnout
Generally
peaceful
with
high voter
turnout
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Fig. 4 Circuit Diagram of Electronic voting machine (EVM)

B. The layout of the EVM System

Fig. 7 The internal figure of Electronic voting machine (EVM)
TABLE III
LIST OF COMPONENTS AND COST ANALYSIS

Sl No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Fig. 5 Overview of Electronic voting machine (EVM)

9
10
11
12
Total
Cost

Component
Name
Microcontroller
(PIC16F877A)
LCD Display
(16*2)
Finger print
Sensor
Transformer
Crystal
Oscillator
(4MHz)
Touch Switch
Resistor (1k,10k)
Voltage
Regulator
LED
Vero board
Lead
Misc.

Quantity

Price
(Taka)

1

300

1

350

1

6000

1

250

1

30

22
15

110
15

1

20

2
1
2 Yrd
all

10
30
40
350
7505

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The sequence of the FPVM processing system organized as
follows: we need to assemble the system with PCB.
After assembling this machine with power line then we need
to switch on. The FPVM consists of a controller and switching
unit, both the units are works independently and in
collaboration with each other as well.
After switching on, the display shows the message 'Enter
Password'. Then after given the password, this voting machine
automatically prepared itself to voting mode. Then the display
shows the massage for casting vote Then the fingerprints
scanner accepting the command from Control Unit to collect
the fingerprints of a voter.

Fig. 6 Outlook of Electronic voting machine (EVM)
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• CU is counting the votes for individual candidates and the
total number of votes cast can be cheeked at any time.

Fig. 11 Ballot Unit

• In result mode, the CU displays the votes of individual

Fig. 8 Voting System Power ON

candidates, in consecutive order whenever the "result
button is pressed".

Fig. 9 Ready for casting a vote

Fig. 12 Voting Result

Fig. 10 Scanner Switches ON

• The Control Unit is accepting fingerprints in enrolling mode
and is responding accordingly.
• In identifying and vote casting mode, the CU checks for
fingerprint detection routine.
• In identifying and vote casting mode, CU communicates
with switching unit in order to exchange various signals to the
ballot unit.
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Fig. 13 Separate Voting Result of each candidate

• The total number of votes can be cheeked in result mode.
Then easily can choose the winner.
In total, the complete system is working as per the initial
specification and requirements of our project. Because of the
creative nature of the design and due to lack of time, some

feature could not be fine-tuned and are not working properly.
So certain aspects of the system can be modified as
operational experience is gained with it.
A. Authenticate Result
In FPVM, it can be authenticated automatically, because in
this voting machine it stored all the voters' information. When
the voter pressed the scanner it collects the fingerprints and
automatically shows the information of voter on the display.

Fingerprints considered as one of the most popular
biometric methods used for human recognition. Every person
in the globe is born with unique fingerprint even twins born
with totally different fingerprints and fingerprint is naturally
unchangeable throughout life. For that reason, we tried to use
a biometric voting system using fingerprint thus a person ID
has been made with his finger print. This fingerprint voting
system is implemented and evaluated successfully.
To test the system strength and weakness we need to
evaluate the performance of the system using different PCs
with different specification.
Our proposed voting system is accurate, transparent, and
faster and will ensure a single vote for a single person. This
product is a prototype and affordable by many organizations
where preferential elections conducted. Moreover, this system
will provide a feasible and reliable voting process. Better
database maintenance, automated registration system and the
process of casting vote using fingerprint will further help us to
fulfill our purpose.
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Fig. 14 Voter information

And for that reason only registered voter can give the vote in
this machine otherwise an unregistered voter cannot be given
the vote.
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